
ARROWS FOR THE ARROW OF LIGHT AWARD

Pack 4, Taughannock District, makes arrows for each scout earning the arrow of light 
award. On each arrow is a personalized history of the advancement each scout has 
earned, with each award symbolized by a stripe of a particular color. The awards we 
typically include and their colors are

Tiger Orange
Bobcat Light blue
Wolf Red
Gold arrow point Metallic Gold
Silver arrow point Metallic Silver
Bear Aqua
Webelos Dark Blue
Activity pins Brown
Conservation Award Green
Religious Award Purple
Arrow of Light Yellow

Not all scouts will have all of these awards, but the width of the stripes will be adjusted 
so that the entire arrow will be filled.

Our Arrow of Light Ceremony is at the March Pack Meeting, so the “Arrow Creator” 
(AC) begins in December, by asking the Advancement Chair/Sr. Webelos Den Leader for 
the boys’ awards from the time they joined until they are ready to graduate to Boy 
Scouts. The AC needs to know the number of arrow points as well as the number of 
Webelos activity pins in addition to the other awards. Den leader and parents should 
double check the awards. This takes some time, but the February Blue & Gold Banquet is 
a definite deadline. That gives a month to get the arrows finished. If activity pins are 
earned after the Banquet, they are not included on the arrow.

Supplies needed are: arrows (a few extra in case you make a mistake), regular masking 
tape, writing pen, sand paper, clear enamel, quilting tape (1/4” wide purchased at 
JoAnn’s in the quilting section), paints, paint brush, clear sealer, ultra fine point Sharpie.
We buy wooden arrows at Klein’s Archery on Rt. 38 in Dryden- they might also be 
available at Dick’s Sporting Goods, or Wal-Mart.  It’s best to plan ahead and get the 
arrows in the fall- often stores are out of them in the spring. This year arrows happened to 
be yellow as a base color so that was their arrow of light color. Feathers were two orange 
colored and one yellow. The yellow feather represented the top of the arrow.

Procedure: Sand each arrow. If the arrow is painted yellow,  lightly sand it so the paint 
will adhere better. If it is painted another color then that paint must be taken off. If the 
arrow is wood color and has a UPC code on it, be sure and sand that off. Once the 
sanding is finished, wipe off all residue and spray each arrow with clear enamel. This 
also helps the paint adhere to the arrow and keeps it from bleeding. Use a cardboard box 
to hold the arrows and place modeling clay under the nock and arrow tip (see photos). 
This holds the arrows up and allows them to dry without messing up the paint. Place a 



piece of regular masking tape (with a tail) around the top of the arrow. On the tape tail, 
write the Cub’s name so the arrows don’t get mixed up.

Next, determine the width of each stripe, which is the hardest part. Use quilting tape ¼” 
wide, which works perfectly to separate the stripes of paint. Place one piece of tape 
directly under the feathers and another piece directly above the tip. Now measure the 
distance between the two pieces of tape. This year for these arrows the length was 21¾”. 
Try and use this entire length for each arrow no matter how long they have been in 
Scouts or how many awards they have received. Below are two examples of the way the 
stripes are laid out.

Joined only as a Webelos: Joined as a Tiger:
Bobcat Tiger
Webelos Bobcat
Activity pins-13 Wolf
Arrow of Light Gold arrow point

Silver arrow points—example 3
Bear
Gold arrow point
Silver arrow point---ex. 4
Webelos
Activity pins—19
Conservation Award
Arrow of Light

On a piece of paper, lay out the above information for each Scout with a line in between 
each entry. Those lines represent a piece of tape and count as ¼”. 
1. count each piece of tape and divide by 4 to get the inches the tape will take up.
2. try to make the rank stripes at least ¾” – 1” wide so they stand out. Count the number 
of ranks, Conservation and/or Religious awards. For the boy who joined as a Webelos, 
his rank stripes will be 2½” wide. The boy who joined as a Tiger will have ¾” stripes.
3. Arrow points and Activity pins come next. For a boy joining as a Webelos, his stripes 
will be ¾” wide, while a boy since Tigers stripes will be ¼” wide. 
4. This leaves the rest of the arrow for the yellow signifying the Arrow of Light. For the 
Webelos only Cub, that will be 3¼”. And for the Cub since Tigers, it will be 2½”.  

Basically, all this means that the boy who started as a Tiger will have a whole arrow 
FULL of stripes that are very small in width, while the boy who started as a Webelos will 
have very wide stripes for everything. Only by varying the length of the stripes will you 
be able to get all the awards on the arrow for a boy who achieved many arrow points and 
activity pins while in Cubs. 

Once the tape is in place and you have again verified that you have placed each one 
correctly, then begin painting. Try to match the color of the stripes to the awards the 
stripe signifies, but if you don’t have that color paint, use another. (The activity pin color 



is brown- not the best, that’s the only color the store had left when we bought these 
paints! Since the silver is so close in color to gray, do not use gray for the Activity pins.)

There are several colors that will need at least 2 coats of paint to completely cover the 
arrow. Gold & silver need 3 coats. Some colors and/or brands of paint, will flake off 
when dry.  In that case, use a different color as the base, and paint the ‘flaky’ color on 
top. It will adhere to the base paint and not flake off.

Once the paint is dry, take each piece of tape off then use a pocketknife to VERY 
carefully scratch off the paint that has seeped underneath the tape. Use the ultra fine point 
Sharpie and write the Cub’s name and Pack # nicely. Then use the Sealer and paint 
several thin coats from the feathers all the way down to the tip. This keeps the paint from 
chipping off while being touched and makes it look shiny and finished. Once the sealer 
has dried, remove the masking tape with the Cub’s name from the top of the arrow. 

So the boys will know what each stripe stands for in 10 years, print out a sheet for each 
boy stating what each stripe stands for. Below is an example and the font sizes. If you 
have the rank logos as stickers or clip art,  place them on the pages nicely. Consider 
giving each sheet out in a clear sheet protector or a folder. 

NAME OF CUB
ARROW OF LIGHT

PACK #
CITY, STATE

DATE OF CEREMONY

Orange symbolizes Tigers
And so on--I list Gold & Silver only once

The top in capitals are usually in font 36 while the listing is in font 18.

The pictures attached show the arrows painted with the tape still on and then the tape off 
and sealed & ready to give to the Cubs. 

Try this with your Graduating Webelos.  It makes the ceremony very special, and the 
boys will keep them for many years. 

Written by Teri Tate, Edited by Holly Kazarinoff, 3-14-05



Jacob Brock

________________
Bobcat      2 ½”
________________
Webelos     2 ½”
Activity pin     ¾”

A.P.     ¾”
________________
A.P.     ¾”
________________
A.P.     ¾”
________________
A.P.     ¾”
________________
A.P.     ¾”
________________
A.P.     ¾”
________________
A.P.     ¾”
________________
A.P.     ¾
________________
A.P.     ¾”
________________
A.P.     ¾”
________________
A.P.     ¾”
________________
A.P.     ¾”
________________
Arrow of Light   3 ¾”
________________

Justin Tate
_________
Tiger ¾”
Bobcat   ¾”
Wolf     ¾”
Gold Arrow point    ¼”
Silver arrow point   ¼”
Silver arrow point   ¼”
Silver arrow point    ¼”
Bear ¾”
Gold Arrow [point ¼”
Silver arrow point     ¼”
Silver arrow point     ¼”
Silver arrow point     ¼”
Silver arrow point     ¼”
Webelos     ¾”
Activity pin     ¼”
Activity pin     ¼”
A.P.     ¼”
A. P.    ¼”
A. P.    ¼”
A.P.      ¼”
A.P.      ¼”
A.P.      ¼”
A.P.     ¼”
A.P.      ¼”
A.P.      ¼”
A.P.      ¼”
A.P.      ¼”
A.P.      ¼”
A.P.      ¼”
A.P.      ¼”
A.P.      ¼”
A.P.      ¼”
A.P.      ¼”
Conservation Award     ¾”
Arrow of Light     2 ½”


